2012-2013 – Legal Studies Minor

Name: 
ID: 
Date:

NOTE: It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that the plan requirements are met according to the undergraduate calendar.

The Legal Studies Minor requires successful completion of a minimum of four academic course units (eight courses) with a minimum cumulative average of 65%, including:

- two of: HIST 277; LS 101, 102, 403; PHIL 327; PSCI 260; PSYCH 230; SOC 370

- two of: AFM 231 or COMM 231; AFM 431 or PHIL 215/ARBUS 202; CLAS 210/HIST 210; ECON 451; ENGL 210; ENVS 201, 401; HIST 236, 329; INST 101; LS 201/WS 206; LS 496, 498; PACS 323; PLAN 471; PSCI 226, 291; SDS 353R; SOC 249, 325

- two of: PSCI 292; PACS 202; SOC 222, 227, 229

- two of: LS 496; PACS 329; PSYCH 330; SOC 201, 223, 226, 228, 327, 428; SPCOM 430

MAV: 
CAV: 
Advisor Signature: ________________________________